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MBE FLOTATION CELLS

Sizes Offered
MBE flotation cells are working in almost
all mineral beneficiation plants in India.
We have installations over Cells. Our
cells are working for almost all mineral
application like Graphite, Coal, Lime
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Flotation Operation
Conditioned slurry is introduced into the tank through the feed box normally by gravity.
Flotation Banks will be placed at suitable relative elevations to facilitate easy gravity flow. It is
envisaged that the feed distributor and flotation cell system will be installed at suitable height
above the existing Flotation Cells. Flotation air is uniformly dispersed into the slurry through the
slots in the rotor. Further the air bubble breaks into smaller sizes & dispersed throughout the
cell which maximizes the probability of contact with particle, hence increases recovery. Air feed
to the rotor takes place through the hollow lower shaft. Particles that are conditional for affinity
to air rise to the surface carried by air bubbles and form a froth which flows over the forth lip
provided either side of the tank through the launders.
The level control in the flotation cell is maintained automatically by an automatic level control
system. The Intermediate or Discharge Boxes are supplied with 1 no. manually operated valve
assembly & the other with automatic level control assembly. The automatic level control
assembly has a pneumatically operated cylinder with positioner fitted to the dart valve shaft
assembly which accepts the level signal from Ultrasonic level transmitter. The Ultrasonic level
transmitter is installed at the preceding cell to the Intermediate and (or) Discharge Box to sense
the level in flotation bank. The ultrasonic level sensor gives signal (4 to 20 m amps) to the
positioner of the pneumatic cylinder to open / close by maintaining level in the flotation cell
banks.

Main Features
Unique Rotor & Stator Design

Control of Froth Depth
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Dart Valve
‘U’ Shaped Tank
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Services offered
We provide following services:


Lab Scale & Pilot Scale Testing



Basic Engineering, Sizing & complete Design of Flotation Plants



Design, Manufacture & Supply 10 to 50 TPH of Skid Mounted Flotation system



Installation, Erection and Commissioning Of Complete Flotation Plants
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Service & spare support. Continuous development based on customer feedback
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